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   BANG! “Did it work?” said an employee. A portal appeared it the center of the 

room. “Project 3378529 is a success!” The crowd cheered not knowing the dangers 

inside. The portal lead to a realm that contains the creatures that live in your 

imagination. No, not unicorns. This dimension had the stuff of your dreams but the 

monsters of your nightmares. Anyone who went in besides the creatures who lived 

there would experience the time of their life. In exchange for their death. Killed by 

the monsters. 

   But the weapons we have are too strong. The military went in and eliminated 

everything. Or so they thought… 1000 years later people civilized the dimension. 

The life there was scarce. (besides humans). Far away farther than anyone can reach, 

lay a huge castle in perfect condition. Long ago in that castle the queen of dragons 

(yes there are dragons) created an egg, hatching when the time is right. The serpents 

did the same but in a sacred coral reef. 

   Now it was time to hatch, time to reclaim the land that was once theirs. 

Yawwwnnn. The dragon has hatched! A crow hopped next to it. “It’s about time” 

“Huh?” said the dragon. “You don’t know,” the crow sharpened his voice, “Your 

family is dead and everything in this world is in ruins, scarred by humans. You are 

the last of your kind and you must reclaim your land what is rightfully yours.” “Dude 

I just woke up gimme a break” Said the dragon “Also, by the way what’s my name.” 

“Fredrick.” The crow replied. 

   Deep down the sea glowed like the sun. The serpent has hatched. An eel came and 

swam to her. “Mother?” said the serpent The eel told her everything. “*sniff* 

they’re, they’re dead?” “I’m afraid so” the eel said, sadly. “You must reunite with 

the last dragon, Fredrick.” “But what’s my name?” “Lili.” They set toward the sacred 

monument. “We’re here!” The eel and the crow shouted at the same time. Two 

platforms lay in front of them. “How do I get up there?” Lili asked softly. “You 

jump!” the eel replied. Lili swam towards the sunlight and shot through the air 

landing gracefully on the platform. “Dang.” Fredrick said in astonishment. “Now 

it’s your turn” the crow informed. Fredrick spread out his wings and “flapped” he 



“flew” on the platform. “You need work on your flying” the crow criticized. “OK, 

OK” Fredrick replied, very irritated. 

   Light appeared in between the platforms. It was a green light. “A green light!” Lili 

exclaimed, “Green for destiny….. Or green for go here?” The light flew around the 

mountain then disappeared. “To the mountain…” Fredrick sighed. “You have to fly 

onto the top of the mountain to earn your second head!” The eel exclaimed  

 

“It’s gonna be a long climb.” Lili said, full of hope. “I wonder what having a second 

head would be like” “Me personally,” Fredrick said “’I just hope my other head 

won’t be annoying” “Their personalities are very, very different” The eel muttered. 

“I wonder if they’ll get along” The crow wondered. BAM! BANG! Fredrick jumped 

of, while Lili trembled in fear. The humans have arrived! The crow flew in the tree, 

while the eel hid in the water. BANG!! Fredrick’s eyes glowed a bright red. The 

marks on his scales brightened. More and more humans arrived. “FIRE!” called the 



general. They shot Lili. Fredrick was enraged “So what they said was true,” Fredrick 

thought “You kill everything and take what you want!” They fired at Fredrick, but 

it was pointless. Fredrick breathed fire, but not just fire. Lightning crackled out of 

his mouth. BOOOOOMMMMMM!!!!! There was an immediate silence. They were 

dead. All the humans were dead.  

   But that didn’t matter. Lili was injured, badly injured. Fredrick rushed to Lili. She 

wasn’t there. He peered in the water. It was blood red. He dived in the water and 

grabbed Lili. He dropped Lili on the surface. “I can help!” The eel announced. “I 

know a sacred ritual that can bring her back.” The eel swam around in circles. The 

water turned blue again. The eel glowed white and floated into Lili’s body. She 

opened her eyes. “Fredrick?” Lili gasped for air. “Lili!” Fredrick exclaimed. “Thank 

you so m-” The eel was gone.  

   “Hey,” Lili asked. “Where’s the eel?” “He’s gone” Fredrick explained, “He 

sacrificed his life so you could regain consciousness" “Oh.” She whispered to 

herself. Onward the went to the mountains. They would have to face steep cliffs, 

freezing temperatures, and human savages that would band together and kill 

everything. They climbed up in 4 minutes. Er, to be exact FLEW up the mountain. 

“Um, Fredrick” Lili wondered, “Are we forgetting something?” “No, I don’t think 

so.” “Are you sure? It’s so quiet.” Lili questioned “We are fine. Don’t confuse me 

to much or I’ll accidently drop you” Fredrick said, confused. Meanwhile… “Hello, 

Helllllooooooo” The crow wondered. “Are they at the mountain?” *Flap* *Flap*. 

To be continued……. 


